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Agenda for the 2-hour workshop
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● Introductions 

● Primer on the 13 core Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs) 

● Sharing examples from clinical informatics sessions in UME

10 minute break

● Discussions around the newest proposed EPA #14 (telehealth)

● What’s the one take-home action item that you will follow-up on?

● Next steps for this core group and others interested in the work





Introductions
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Goals for Workshop

• Review the nidus for moving towards competency based medical education and the

history behind the 13 core EPAs in UME

• Begin identifying information & digital imperatives in the 13 core EPAs

• Apply an informatics lens to the newly proposed EPA #14 that’s focused on telehealth 

entrustability for medical students

• Enable attendees to take back some best practices for infusing clinical informatics to their

medical school curriculum committees
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Useful Links for Today’s Workshop 
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● Shared Google Doc:
○ https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vOmuGxuG_-

8S19S4t1GBLj8_C48knPCy__mwwNNHwJ0/edit#gid=1740646382

● Toolkit from AAMC for the 13 core EPAs:
○ https://www.aamc.org/system/files/c/2/484778-epa13toolkit.pdf
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Timeliness of this Topic During COVID-19

● During COVID-19 we are adapting to a new set of technologies and 

constraints. 

● Rapid acceleration in the rate of adoption of telemedicine 

● A new EPA #14 has been proposed (telehealth)

● As clinical informaticians, we can help shape the dialogue around the EPA
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Philosophical Approach to our Workshop

● This session is about the information flow, not just the 

technology

● Educational session development:  
○ entrustable task-->knowledge, skills, attitudes required for task

-->learning objectives

○ what is the information required to do the task (not just learn the task)?

○ what are the technologies that support the task?
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Background on EPAs (I)

● What’s an Entrustable Professional Activity (EPA)?
○ A unit of observable, measurable professional practice requiring integration of 

competencies

○ EPAs: thought of as the units of work of a physician, while competencies are abilities of 

individuals to carry out that work (Ten Cate)

● Why were EPAs developed?
○ Initially developed for GME as part of competency based education in residencies

○ Brought to UME AAMC proposed Core EPAs for Entering Residency

○ To address a performance gap at the transition point between med school-->residency

● What do the 13 core EPAs represent?
○ 13 activities that all medical students should be able to perform on Day 1 of internship
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Background on EPAs (II)

● Are EPAs specialty specific?
○ No

● What does “entrustment” mean in EPAs?
○ Trustworthiness in applying knowledge, skills, and attitudes

○ Student must consistently demonstrate attributes such as conscientiousness, knowledge of 

their own limits and help-seeking behavior (discernment), and truthfulness

● When did Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) launch a pilot 

with 10 institutions?
○ 2014
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The 13 core EPAs

1. Gather a history and perform a physical examination

2. Prioritize a differential diagnosis following a clinical encounter

3. Diagnostic and screening tests

4. Enter and discuss orders and prescriptions

5. Document a clinical encounter 

6. Provide an oral presentation of a clinical encounter

7. Clinical questions to advance patient care

8. Give or receive a patient handover

9. Collaborate as a member of an interprofessional team 

10.Recognize urgent or emergent situation

11.Obtain informed consent 

12.Perform general procedures of a physician

13.System failures and culture of safety
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Reminder Regarding Helpful Link

● Toolkit from AAMC for the 13 core EPAs:
○ https://www.aamc.org/system/files/c/2/484778-epa13toolkit.pdf

● Show progressive sequences of student behavior that medical educators 

may encounter

● We’ll walk through EPA 1 in detail
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What activity is the focus of EPA #1?
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EPA #1: 1-page schematic from AAMC
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EPA #1: Key Functions with Related 
Competencies
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Obtain a complete & accurate history in an organized fashion (PC)

Demonstrate patient-centered interview skills (ICS, P)

Demonstrate clinical reasoning in gathering focused information relevant to a patient’s 

care (KP)

Perform a clinically relevant, appropriately thorough physical exam pertinent to the 

setting and purpose of the patient visit (PC)



EPA #1: 1-page schematic from AAMC
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EPA #1: Behaviors Requiring a Corrective 
Response
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Does not collect accurate historical data 

Relies exclusively on secondary sources or documentation of others

Is disrespectful in interactions with patients 

Disregards patient privacy and autonomy

Fails to recognize patient’s central problem

Does not consider patient’s privacy and comfort during exams 

Incorrectly performs basic physical exam maneuvers



EPA #1: 1-page schematic from AAMC
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EPA 1: Developing Behaviors (top row)
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Gathers excessive or 

incomplete data 

Doesn’t deviate from a 

template

Uses logical progression 

of questions

Questions prioritized & 

not excessive

Obtains complete & 

accurate history in  

organized fashion 

Seeks secondary 

sources of information 

when appropriate

Adapts to different care 

settings & encounters

Early learner EntrustableAdvanced beginner





Case Studies with Dr. Zavodnick



Example: EPA #1 in an EHR use workshop

● By the end of this workshop, students will be able to:

○ Query the medical record in a complete yet concise way to obtain 

patient care information

○ Create safe, high-quality electronic documentation, remaining aware 

of EHR pitfalls and the multiple purposes of the medical note

○ Implement management plans for information obtained from the EHR, 

including use of CPOE and appropriate communication

Source: Zavodnick J and Kouvatsos T, MedEdPORTAL
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Example: EPA #1 in an EHR use workshop
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Example: EPA #1
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Obtain a complete & accurate history in an organized fashion

Demonstrate patient-centered interview skills

Demonstrate clinical reasoning in gathering focused information relevant to a patient’s 

care

Perform a clinically relevant, appropriately thorough physical exam pertinent to the 

setting and purpose of the patient visit



Critical data from PCP note, 

vascular surgeon note, imaging, 

procedure report
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EPA #1



Multiple medical problems

“Chart rumors”
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EPA #1



Example: EPA #1 in an EHR use workshop

● Asked students to consider what information to obtain in other situations
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Case Studies with Dr. Panchanathan



Med Student Session on Patient Portals

Learning Objectives

1. Define Patient Portal and Personalized Health Record and compare and 

contrast the two

2. Discuss the issues surrounding patient portals and the range of access 

patients may have to their hospital record.

3. Describe the legal and ethical issues surrounding patient access of patient 

portals
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Clinical Informatics Session on Consumer 
Health Informatics

Learning Objectives

1. Describe the nature of the algorithm used by popular search engines to 

prioritize web pages returned

2. Compare and contrast results of physician targeted and patient targeted 

information

3. Develop communication skills to respond to patient search-based 

questions
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Med Student Session on Data Visualization

Learning Objectives

1. Define data visualization as a method of converting data into information 

and describe the 5 principles that govern how viewers experience visual 

patterns

2. Given a set of electronic data within a health system, compare and 

contrasts methods of data visualization to determine the best way to 

present and interpret the data
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Case Studies with Dr. Gorman



How to be a star on the wards (I)

● How to be a Star on Clerkships: Outpatient EHR

○ Demo of chart review process by primary care faculty

○ Practice chart review by students in training environment

○ Pair and share and group discussion (including hidden issues like contradictory info)
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How to be a star on the wards (II)

● How to be an EHR Star on Clerkships Part 2:  Inpatient

○ Chief resident demo of chart review for new patient, pre-rounding tasks

○ Practice chart review by students in training environment

○ Clinical Skills Assessment of organizing data into H&P format
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How to be a star on the wards (III)

● Communicating with Colleagues: Creating Clinical Notes in the Medical Record

○ What we write: group discussions of different types of notes

○ To whom we write: group discussion of different audiences and users of notes

○ “Writing is thinking”: using Dx and DDx to improve organization of information

○ Pair and share assessment using clerkship rubric
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Telehealth



Recent acceleration in telehealth 

● During COVID-19, medical schools have rapidly stood up clerkships 

focused on telehealth training

● Community physicians have sometimes been “taught” by vendors

● Training for those already in practice has included:
○ Approach to the History and Physical Exam during a telehealth visit.

○ Diagnostic considerations during a telehealth visit.

○ Testing in connection with a telehealth visit

○ E-prescribing and limitations

○ Documentation

○ Care coordination

○ Triage (urgent vs emergent situations

○ Safety, consent, and regulations

● Who should be helping shape the learning curve of entrustability?
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EPA #14: Provide Telemedicine Services

Learning Objectives

1. Define telemedicine in the context of our current era

2. Define guidelines and protocols related to a specific telehealth encounter

3. Integrate and analyze data from external sources (e.g. EHRs, self-reported 

data from patients/patient applications, PCPs)

4. Delineate follow-up plans/reasons to seek further help using telehealth
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Questions asked by EPA #14 Developers

● Is it something all interns need to be competent with on Day 1?

● Is it time limited? 

● Is it entrustable?

● Is it addressed in other EPAs already?
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Open Forum

● We’d like to hear from the workshop attendees what their thoughts are 

regarding the new EPA
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● Where we’ll reconvene to continue this dialogue

● Iterating on a framework for identifying information and digital imperatives 

in EPAs

● Perspectives submission regarding EPA #14

● Other suggestions

Next Steps
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Thank you!
Email us at: 

ashdavison@jhmi.edu


